
Research Library
The starting point for research: key titles and diverse, international content across 150 subjects

RESEARCH LIBRARY SOLVES a common library problem: where to begin with a research problem or topic 
search. It provides a diverse, international mix of scholarly, professional, and consumer periodicals that 
cover a broad but reasonable set of content in over 150 subjects. Updated daily with fresh content, it also 
has a very deep backfile for context and provides the renowned ProQuest vocabulary and indexing together 
with a user-friendly interface. 

Key titles. Unlike other multidisciplinary periodical databases, Research Library includes high value titles 
such as The Economist, The Lancet, the New England Journal of Medicine, and Nature Publishing titles. 
Research Library provides great value as its content grows yearly.

Broad coverage. Research Library provides an international mix of scholarly, professional, trade, and 
consumer titles that cover over 150 subjects, including business, the sciences, education, literature, the 
arts, medical, and social sciences. Expanding daily, Research Library currently includes more than 6,200 
titles with more than 4,650 of those titles in full text and more than 3,000 in ongoing full text. 

Diverse content. It features a highly-respected, diversified mix of scholarly journals, trade publications, 
magazines, and other content, such as the White House Briefings, White House Press Releases, and 
respected blogs. Research Library covers more subject areas than other general reference resources, 
making it useful for serving the diverse needs of both one-time and serious research inquiries. It covers the 
top 150 core academic subject reference areas extensively, making it not only an invaluable database for a 
number of academic disciplines but also accessible to readers and researchers at every level.

Why Research Library? 

• The starting place for periodical research, covering many subjects and topics.

• The database offers many of ProQuest’s top titles together in a common database across many 
subjects and topics and features government information such as White House Press Briefings 
alongside other valuable content such as blogs and books. 

• Balances diverse academic, professional, and consumer resources - all with deep backfiles 

• Renowned ProQuest specialized vocabulary and indexing

Available on ProQuest, awarded Best Interface in the 2015 Charleston Advisor Readers’ Choice Awards.

To learn more or request a free trial, contact us at www.proquest.com/go/D8659.

http://www.proquest.com/go/D8659



